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1. Mark down in a calendar the onset of the period - period night or period day. 

 
2. Wait five days (counting the day the flow started) and when the flow totally stops, 

make a bedikah (this first bedikah is called a hefsek tahara) that day before shkiya, 
preferably in the late afternoon.  One should keep trying for a clean bedikah until 
shkiya. 

 
3. Insert moch before shkiya for approximately 50 minutes. (If the moch causes 

irritation, consult a Rav.) 
 

4. If both are clean, start counting the seven clean days.  White underwear must be 
worn at all times and a bedikah must be done in the morning and before shkiya for 
all seven days; the first and seventh days are the most important. (If the many 
bedikos cause irritation, consult a Rav). 

 
5. If there is the smallest amount of red color on the bedikah cloth, it should be shown 

to a Rav (only he can determine if it is really brown and OK or not).  If the red color is 
on white clothing (not including the bedikah cloth) and smaller than a penny, there is 
no problem; if it is larger, it should be shown to a Rav.  If the red color is on non-
white clothing, there is no problem.  It is advisable to never look at the used tissue 
paper. 

 
6. If any of the bedikas are not clean, one must start over the seven days with a new 

hefsek tahara. 
 

7. On the seventh day, prepare to go to the mikvah that night.  If it is Friday or erev 
yom tov, ask a Rav for direction. 

 
8. The following are niddah safeguards: No touching or passing an object to one 

another, or carrying an object together.  The couple’s beds should be separated by 
at least one foot.  The couple may not sit together on a one-pillow couch (unless 
someone else is sitting in between) or in a small boat.  Sitting in a car together is 
permitted.  A husband may not sit or lay on his wife’s bed during this period.  

 
9. When a husband and wife are eating together without anyone else at the table, 

place a heker (such as an empty salt shaker or placemat) on the table.  The couple 
should not eat from the same plate or bag.  A husband may not eat his wife’s 
leftovers in front of her.  A husband should not send wine to his wife.  A wife should 



not serve the plate directly to her husband and vice versa.  A husband should not 
look at the usually covered areas of his wife.  A wife may not sing in front of her 
husband.  Any extremely frivolous behavior is prohibited. 

 
10. If a woman thinks she has a permanent cycle (i.e. she sees her period at the same 

interval three times in a row), consult a Rav. 
 

11. On the anticipated day or night of the period, relations are forbidden; hugging and 
kissing is not advised.  Regarding relations the night proceeding the anticipated day 
of seeing, consult a Rav. 

 
12. The anticipated day or night is the number of days between the period before the 

last one and the last one.  Count the days in the calendar and mark that day or night.  
The count includes the day or night of seeing.  In addition, count 30 (and 31 after a 
30 day month) days after the last period and mark it.   

 
13. A bedikah should be done in the beginning of the anticipated day or night and at the 

end of that day or night. If the bedikah is forgotten on the 30th day or night, do not 
continue having relations until a bedikah is done.  

 
14. When a woman is about to give birth, she is a niddah until she stops bleeding (this 

could take a few months after birth). After a miscarriage, consult a Rav. During 
pregnancy and nursing (if the child nurses clean), the laws of anticipated seeing do 
not apply. 
 

15. On Yom Kippur a wife is treated as if she is a niddah. On Tisha b’Av, the couple 
should not sleep on the same bed, as relations are forbidden but safeguards are not 
required. 

 



 
 


